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Mechanism of current limitation in polycrystalline high Ta superconductors
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1.he transport propertiee and the nature of the breakdowu of euperconductivity in oxide
ceramics with sstrong" intergrain coupling are diecussed, As an alternatiye to the Xlrmodel which is not applicable to these materials, the "limiting interface" rnodel is propoeed,
'I'he model is used to calculate the texturing dependence of the critical current deneity in
polycrystalline YBa2Cu3O7-5-filrns. An extengion of the limiting interface model allows for
the calculation of the current-voltage characterigtic which is expected to contain interesting

information on the spatial structure of the euperconducting-to-normal transition.

1. INTRODUCTION
'Ihe.macroscopic current flow in polycrystalline oxide superconductors is determined
by
presence of weak links intioduced into the material by the ceramic pro";r;i;;
-the
technique. The superconductivity in these matedals is the superposition
rtto"i
intragrain superconductivity and a weak intergrain superconduitivity which"i " tit[Et
the colterence in the cerarnics and determin"i
transport and low fi"l.I ""tut
*a!nuti"
-th9
of
the
sarrrple.
For the discussion of tlre mechanisrn of transport cirrent
Pr<4rerties
lirrritation, the ratio between the average grain size (o) and the ceramic London
penetration depth ,\gsy is the critical parameter. This iaiio is given by
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where Oo denotes the flux quantum, pcer is the ellective permeability of the ceramic
[,1, 2, 3], and, (j.1.) is the avirage intergiain critical
density. "Th" th";;;;i
the supercc-rnducting order parameter varies on the ".rrr"rrt
scale l.ry. Hence for'q > l'r g
can be assumed to be constan.t over, & single grain; this limii-is adequately'der"ribla
t\",YY.-nrodel [4,5,..6]. The.critical Jurrent in this case is deteimined it"ith;;
lJ
tlrc depinni'g of.macro (irrtergr4n) vortices [?] , or by the *phase glass" trinsition
lel. F this article we considei the'opposite iade'of ceramics *ith riror,g i"t;;;;;i;
coupling ("good ceramics'), i:!:l ,l <-\. fn this case the phase rp uuri"r"rtto"lTy
the scale_ of a-grain and the XY-model does not apply. fhe topological excitit'ions
""
are the Josephson vortices fitting into the grain bouniaries. Tireir iize is giu"n tt
the Jose-plrson penetration.depth. t; = (coo_/1612\ir1l/2, where ) is the penetration
depth of the grains. The del>inninj of the Josephsoi:vorii.es determines ihe criticJ
current of the ceramic sample. The analysis of experimental data in terms of an
improved critical state model shows that present cCramics (at least yBa2Cu3o7_5)
indeed belong t9 thig strong.inter-grainc-oupling l!r-*t [8]. A first attempit" d"s"rib"
this rcgime is- the "limiting interface" (LI) molel I s]. fhe Ll-moclel jlows for the
calculation of the critical current of the ceramic fiom the knowledge of the critical
current acrosq the single grain boundaries which in turn can be obiained either from
a rnodel calculation or from experiments. In section 2 we describe the LI model and
apply it, to the calculation of the o-axis texturing dependence of the critical current
in a c-axis oriented thin YBa2Cu3O7-6-fi1m. In iction 3 the LI mo{el ir
the calculation of the current-voltage (I-V) characteristic which is expected"*t""a"Jio
to exhibit
intcresting features at low temperatures.
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2. 'TTIE LII\,TITING INTERFACE MODEL
The basic qrrestion answered by the Ll-model is the following. Assume we know the
critical currents of the individual.grain boundaries (i.e., the currents at which the
Josephson vortices are.depinned), what-is the critical current 16 of the whole sample?
The critical current Ia is reached when there is a,n interface 1" transverse to the current
{lory on which all junctions (grain boundaries) are critical [S]. at""g 7" vortices will
stait to flow across the entire sample, thus cr6ating a finite voltag" i"iom ,ys. We call
t" tlie- lint'iting.interface. ln order !o obtain a mathematically wef defined pioblem we
consider a 2-dimensional ceramic sample (thin fitm) consisting of square shaped grains
where the intergrain current d1 across the't-th grain is boundid byihe critical cirrent
i",1: -i",1 Sit 3 i",1 (see Fig. 1). In order to avoid charging we impose the continuity
equalion: Lnin :0 lvhere rs denotes the set of four boundaries of a given grain. The
rniuxirnirl current through the sample is then given by I": maxlirlDpqii, where,y
is an arbitrary interface separating the current feeding contacta. .ti can be calculatecl
exactly in several ways: (i) The above equations and inequalities constitute a linear

8z*n* s

Fi'|. 1: 2D example for the LI model. The aquare shaped grains are coupled by raudom
coupling strengths i.,1, t = 1,...,2mn such that
-i",r S ir S d",r. ihc currcnt flow

is in the vertical dhection (periodic boundary conditiona). 1 denotea a transverge
interface. The limiting interface .y" minimizeo the functional f[f]
= De i"u.
"

optimization problem which can be solved by the simplex method
[g]. Much more
suitable for the efficien-t tre?lment of large si.mples (up t"
grains) ie the
-zoorzoo
direct determination of the limiting interface .y"l whith is given by the"minimizati,on
of the functional .t['y] : Iter i",;, where 7 r.ro" over all tian"uer-se int"dpc"r. fh"
variational problem is highly non-trivial due to il,s rich structure of local rninima; this
renders an-y variational

useless, since

it

wgutd have many solutions, each

-equation
to a pa.rticular
local minimum of /[7]. There are tw-o ways out of this
problem: First, an e$gien] lransfer operator method has been developei for the exact
calculation of 76 and /[76] in the two-dimensional case [ 10, lll. Second. althoush a
variational equation is oflittle help, a boundary value pioble*.an be formulatej, the
[gni.qye). solgtion of which provides the limiting interlace ?c and the critical current
{F"J llur This s-eco.nd approach is applicableto 3D problems, i.e., the calculation of
2D interfaces in bulk ceramics.
. What- is- the physical nature of the limiting interface y? As the current throush
the sa-mpl_e is driven bey_ond its critical value I" : f[t"], vortices begin to llow doit
?" ?r9,r finite voltage vt -\!/e (A = g.ap).app.oii-o""ors 1", whlreas the regioni
on both sides of 'yg remain fully superconducting. This means'that ,y" is nothin[ but
corre.spond_ing
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a long inhomogeneoue (and curved) Josephson junction characterized by the critical

current Is.
- Ttt" quenching of-the supercurrent by an external magnetic field Bels can be
described within the framework of the LI model just by infroducing field-dependent
irrtergrain critical currents i"J(B"*t). The incorporation of sef-fiell effects il more
involved and will be discussed elsewhere [ 12]. In thin filmr, however, eelf-field efects
are not important and the LI model in the form presented above ie applicable.
. 41 1n -applicatio-n of the LI model we will discuss the c-axis texturing dependence of
the critical current density in a c-axis oriented thin YBarCuroz_.r-fi1m. 'iVitir tne c-a)ce6
orthogonal- to.the film plan9, t!r9 orientetion of the griine-is iofrpletely characterized
by the angle / of their o-axis with respect to a givenieference diriction. The texturinc

is then described by a Gaussian probability distributi"" P6,(Q) - exp[-(d/6i|1for.the p"gle d. fo :0 describes perfect texturing, fo : d'completely untextured
material.
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2: The a-a:<ig texturing

dependence in a c-axig oriented polycryetalline yBa2cu3o7_5film, calculated by the Ll-modet. The intergrain critical currento id,t are token from
the experiments of Dimos el oL l13J, Th; current is normalized io the intragrain
critical current.

The critical currents d",1 a.re taken from measurements at bicrystals by Dimos et aJ.
[13]. Their results impiy that the intergrain critical currents depend on the relative
orientational misfit of two neighboring grains v and, v,: ic,v,v,=1",u/|6,
- {rrl). For
a. given.realization of
{dr} we obtain the critical currents i".1 allowing us to deiermine
the limiting palh 7c and the critical current .[" of the film]''The numerical result for
the function I.(d") is shown in Fig. 2. We find that the critical current in films with
randornly oriented @-axe6 is suppressed by a factor of
1/30 as compared with the
single cryetal value. Only veryiirong texiuring with {o=
-'1.0o leads to a considerable

improvement of I".

3. CURRENT-VOLTAGE CHARACTERISTIC
In this section the LI model is extended to describe the full /-V characteristic of the
ceramic. The LI model as it has been formulated in the last section,:Jt.*" t r-tir"
calculation of the critical current of a macrosc-opic saqple fro* thu k'""*i"al"
critical curents of the individual grain boundaries. \4i"
"f-i'fr"
Jir""rr the foliowins.
more general q_uestion: Given the .I-v characteristic of the ";;
individuJgrri; [o;a;?lr,

I-V cha^racteristic of the whole sample? To solve ttir-p""it"* we adoot a
random resistor network (RRN) description of tie cerami;;p;;;;;;;;;;.'il#;;
boundaries are Josephsonweak'links *ith the (idealizedfct;r-r;t"rfii";i;;i; "*"
what is lhe

Avr(ir)

- {3;,

it, ;; |;:i I;"::,

(r)
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where AVl is the voltage difference between the two 8laigo eepa,reted !f the lth grain boundary, and-the normal conductivity on,1 oI the l-th grain boundary

is related to the critical current ic,l via the Ambegaokar-Ba,ratoff formula [ 14]:
d*,t _ 3A#}.9.* tanh #S' UnfortunatelY the f -V characteristic {1} ca^nno$ be
'because of the infrnite conductivlty fo:
incorporatecl into a, RRN
Itrl < d",g. TFgis
probtrenn can be circunnvented by introducing a fi'ctitioul frnite hut very large '9super?he characteristic of
ioncluc&ivity9'0gpwlrere,.very1arge',means's>
the f-th grain boundary is then given as fotlows;
ln,l (
: {:,1
1:
:l
r'[,f ' ai if I ] in,{.
a*,8'

ayd(ns)

Uf

tr

-

{2}

As in the LI model we impose the continuity equation trin(Ayn) = 0, and, in
addition, the boundary condition V = 0 at the bottom of the network and 7 = %op
at the top of the network (the current flowe from the bottom to the top). This defines
an RRN problem. The f-7 curve can be calculated by etandard techniques. The
result is s'hown in Fig. 3. The most prominent feature of the I-V characteristic is its
step like structure (voltage jumps). Their physical interpretation is the following: The
step starting from zero-voltage occurs when vortices begin to move along the limiting
interface,Ic as the current has reached its critical value. Increaaing the current further,

Ytop

fur

= Vtop

2A,

B=o*'V
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3: The current-voltage characteriatic of a etrongly

coupled o.xide ceromic, calculated by
the extended Ll-model for an 8x l2-lattice. Voltage etepe of the aize ZAfe occur whenev€r a new 'frux flow sheet" appeare which is completety disconnected from thoge
which already exist. The flux flow sheet configuration c6rresponding to two of the
voltage steps are shown. The intergrain critical currents ic.r are chooen according to
the data in Ref. [13] for a completely untextured sample. ln our arbitrary units we
put o,.1 = i,.1, I = 1,. . . , 192 (Ambegaokar-Baratoff), and the fictitious large {superconductivity" o,'w 20 timee the maximal oo,1,

more and more interfaces for vortex flo* op"t. We will call them *flux flow sheetstt.
The coherence across the flux flow sheets ie destroyed, whereas it persists between the
sheets: the superconductor is *broken uptt into several coherent subdomains bounded
by the flux flow sheets. It can be shown that a voltage etep in the f-V curve occurs
only when a new flux flow sheet is formed which is completely disconnected from those
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which already exist. If a new sheet shares at least one_grain boundary, it leads only to
a, change in the rlope of the r-v curve. Hence the .I-v"cu;;"
;;il";'inf"rmation'on
the spatial structure of the breakdown of superconducti*itt irr'ih;;eramic.

Experimentally the steps are not observed aL T=77 K
[l]. This is probably due
to strong flrrx creep at these high temp.er-atures, rvhich *i'r*ooiir"ri'rs
t["-it"ps.trucl,ure. TIe steps have been obse.ued,_however, in ,,classical" grrnula"r
Al ancl'In
filrns at T:4.2 K and have been observed to smooth out wiih rufii"n temperature I
151'. It would therefore be very interesting to rn"r",rr.-ih. t-t;i;;;;?t;;f;;;';il;;

oxide ceramics at low temperatures.
. .In summary, we have presented the limiting interface (LI) model for oxide ceramicswith strong. intcr_grain coupling, for^which ttJ xy-typ"'*.ia"i, J" not applicable-.

The extension of the LI-modJl-to finite voltages ,h;;;
characteristic contains interesting information Jn the

il;lhJcurrent_voltase

"t*"i*" "l tft"'S-il"irji,;il".
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